
Performance Audit of  “_________” corporate
portal

1. Site verification using standard Bitrix tools

1.1. Testing the configuration
No errors were detected.

Comments (these do not have an effect on performance):
1. The corporate portal does not have access to 2 files :
○ /home/bitrix/www/company/timeman.php
○ /home/bitrix/www/company/work_report.php

2. The system stack size may not be large enough for PCRE functions to work correctly.

Configuration test
The server configuration generally meets the requirements.



Web Server and Software Configuration
The settings were made correctly.
It is recommended to optimize the database if this has not been done for a long time.



1.2. Testing site speed
Performance tests were carried out (in 1 hour, there were more than 11,000 requests).

Non-systemic long execution of arbitrary pages is observed.

There is a consistently long execution time for search results (average time: 91 seconds,
2 requests). About 40 seconds per search query.

For detailed analysis and recommendations, see below.

2. Analysis of sources reported by the client

The task page takes a long time to open.
No problems were found with tasks. Rather, a more general problem was discovered. ,
see the "Other problems" section.

Delays after portal update.
After a portal update, it’s common for caches to be reset, which can in turn lead to a
temporary decrease in performance.
This is normal.



Search takes a long time.
Search on the portal is carried out by an external search engine -  Sphinx.
The Fixed duration of a request to the engine index is quite long - (min. 13 seconds).

The request to Sphinx was profiled.

A 13-second delay was detected when trying to connect to the remote distributed
storage agents index (“dist_connect").
The distributed index is neither configured nor enabled.
This connection does not take long to be established.

A potentially unstable version of Sphinx was detected: 2.1.3-id64-dev (r4319).
We believe that there is an error in this version, which is the reason why the distributed
index (which does not exist)

Recommendations:
● Install a stable version of Sphinx or carry out an update of the current version,
● If an update does not help the situation, analyze the server's network settings (firewall,



routing, resolving domain names, and other places that may cause delays in data
transmission over the network), as well as the network infrastructure.

The pages in Section “________________” take a long time to open
The il:schedule.index component (the “Scheduler” page) executes queries in a loop that
take up most of the page execution time:
File: /local/components/il/scheduler.index/class.php, line: 1829
Recommendations:
● collect all $row ['ID'] in an external loop,
● get all the data in one request (you can pass an array to the filter).

il:do.separate component (detailed page _____________) executes a request to the
infoblock “________________”:
File: /local/components/il/do.separate/class.php, line: 1456
Due to the large amount of data, the request takes a long time to complete.
Recommendations:
● Create an index based on the PROPERTY_1358 field (Transaction ID).

3. Other issues

Spontaneous page loading delays.
For quick search (drop-down list at the search bar in the header), after the page loads,
there are several AJAX requests that load data for quick search.

A request to the “search”  module component is made, which uses Sphinx, making one
or more more requests to its index. As a result of the described problems with Sphinx,
the execution of these two AJAX requests can take up to 200 seconds.



Each AJAX request opens a PHP session (this is done automatically in prolog). the
session ends only after the completion of the AJAX request handler. In PHP, sessions
which are used as handler files, play a side role — they are synchronization tools.
In other words, you can't open multiple sessions in parallel. Attempting to do this will
result in waiting for another process to close the current session.
For example, if a single user performs three actions at the same time:
each request having a duration of N seconds, their total execution time
it will be no less than 3N.

The AJAX requests described above are executed asynchronously, i.e. they immediately
try to open sessions.
Asynchronous requests do not block the browser, so the user can go to another page
on the site. If the AJAX requests are not completed by this time, the request to open the
page will be queued. The delay detected in section 1 occurs.

Thus, the amount of delay depends not only on the duration of
Sphinx search queries, but also on the time that the user spent on the current page. This
explains the spontaneous nature of delays.

Recommendations:
● follow the recommendations above regarding Sphinx,
● disable Sphinx and narrow the search area (in order to reduce the size of the search
index) by time to solve problems with its configuration.

Not recommended:
● transfer session storage to memcached: there will be no locks, but there will be a risk
of data loss

4. Others
Chapter “_______________________”:

No performance problems were detected: the number and duration of requests executed
are within the normal range.

Rarely modified data is cached, this behaviour  is correct.


